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Login Register Sitemap Contact us Home. When I got the gremlin it came with two motors. A
and a So I had the put in i, it got a new clutch, new headman headers, new exhaust, new water
pump, new edelbrock 4brl carb. Has a ebelbrock intake. The Car had factory torque links on it at
one time. The bracket is still on the rear en, but the arms are gone. Had that all that done about
10 to 12 years ago. The owner before me put the seats in it. Body is in pretty good shape, has
some rust but nothing to bad that i can see. And a dent by the passengers tail light. Front
splash pan is dented up. Radiator support was fixed at one time. Under side is pretty good has
two spots that will need fixed. Front carpet looks newer, needs carpet in the back behind the
rear seat. Car still needs wor, needs the brakes looked at, they work, has a nice peddle. I just
never got around to taking them apart and looking at them. Just needs a good looking over, has
been sitting for a long time. Tires have slow leaks, think they need taken off and cleaned to
reseal. I don't know if the was the factory motor, it was out when I got it. Was told it had bad oil
pressure,and needed rebuilt. Could not find any stamped number on the front of the heads. The
comes with the car. Not able to finish the car my self due to health problems. If you have any
questions you can call me at More AMC classic cars for sale. Statesville, North Carolina, United
States. Make an Enquiry. Has anyone out there ever heard of Gremlin guitars? Yes, another
gremlin exists!! My drummer plays guitar a bit and he has a gremlin. We actually use the term to
describe killer guitars. Obviously it's not a high grade guitar but a great beginner. His gremlin
has withstood many a drunken air-jam:D. Gremlins were around until a couple of years ago. It
was a house brand of Midco International, a large midwest music distributor. They were mostly
downsized instruments for beginners, but some full sized instruments were around. They
phased out the Gremlin name in favor of their newer J Reynolds brand. We were still getting
Gremlin branded ukes at the store up until I left last year. The Gremlins were very entry level,
and some actually were o. Even the little kids didnt want a guitar called a Gremlin Hi , I
purchased a black gremlin g3r electric guitar awhile back I restored it apple red. This guitar is a
fine instrument in building components and excellent playability. You can post now and register
later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Note: Your post will require
moderator approval before it will be visible. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are
allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Gremlin
guitars?? Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Allister Grange 0 Posted
June 18, Posted June 18, Link to post Share on other sites. Cheap very entry level instruments
from the 80s. Clyde42 2 Posted June 18, Gremlin guitar 0 Posted June 13, Posted June 13, Join
the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL.
Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. Login Register Sitemap Contact us Home. The
car was originally purchased in from a field in Georgia. The owners were the second purchasers
of the car. It had a bent front fender and lower valance. We completely disassembled the
automobile over the next few years replacing or renewing every bolt and nut in the car. We cut
the car off in front of the shock towers factory seam and welded on a new one from a donor car
taken to body shop and placed on frame machine to insure straightness. We purchased a
Hornet from Idaho and used the front clip to get a look we liked. This particular style Hornet
front clip with Gremlin body was the Gremlin style sold in Mexico. The car has 3 coats of color
and 4 coats of clear with the gold ghost stripes painted on. The car was completed and
appeared in its first show in Won 1st Place. Odometer reads however after rebuild the engine
has only been driven miles at most. Theenginewas completely updated, rebuilt; new Isky
custom ground camshaft dual pattern Intake exhaust the cylinder heads are also completely
rebuilt; new seals, screw in studs, fresh valve grind, push rod guide plates, custom push rods,
needle bearing roller rocker arms, etc. Edelbrock Intake manifold, Demon cfm carburetor,
ceramic coated headers, with extensive chrome effects through out the engine bay. Interior is a
two color design, black and saddle to match the exterior of the car. New Dash from Donor car,
new and additional gauges,new carpet through out the car. The front 2 seats are powered and
were out of a BMW 5 series and we had the back seats covered in black leather to match style.
Pioneer stereo was added with amp while car was apart so wiring would look like it came from
the factory. The vehicle is as perfect as you can expect for a 43 year old car. No dings or dents,
there are 2 minor flaws in the paint that you can barely see, but wanted to let you know. The car
has appeared in numerous car shows and people love it!! Easily one of the most popular cars at
the show The car has not been raced, but it runs like a scalded ape. The car is mostly driven
around town and local St. Louis area car shows only. If event is over 25 miles away we usually
tow the car due to the 4. Car is available to view anytime. Preferred cash or paypal. Will take
cashier check or Money order but will not release car until cleared through bank. Buyer will be
responsible for shipping. More AMC classic cars for sale. Make an Enquiry. It is excellent
condition. It has been stored in my mom's storage house for years. Can anyone tell me when
this guitar was made? Hi Karen, I am trying to buy one like this for my daughter to teach her

guitar for church. I learned on a Gremlin and think that she would like it. Yours is nylon strings,
right? Hopefully condition is okay. Could you email me a couple of pictures of it please. I think
your price is very reasonable and it would work for us. Please respond. Thank you very much.
I've just been doing a search for the same thing and have found very little. The guy I brought it
from said it was called a "Guituke" as it supposedly has a Ukelele sound from a guitar I'm not
too sure about that, but I like the way mine plays and sounds which isn't much like a uke, in my
opinion. This lists in the Orion Blue Book as a standard size guitar introduced in and
discontinued in I have a black Gremlin guitar ,can't find a model any where on it. Where can I
get more info on this? I have a Gremlin model no. G15N , its a half size. I've never heard of
Gremlin before but mine plays nice for being so old. Someone is selling a Gremlin guitar G60 for
a good price. Does anyone know anything about it, or can you steer me in the right direction to
where I can find out more? I do have this one you are looking for it needs miner repair but you
can make me offer , you can message me at G15s , its a half size. Anyone have any clues about
these probably children entry level guitars. Contact Contents Privacy Policy Forum. This site is
published by Hitsquad Pty Ltd. Skip to Navigation. Gremlin Guitar. Comment viewing options
Date - newest first Date - oldest first. Select your preferred way to display the comments and
click "Save settings" to activate your changes. I have a Gremlin Model G10S. I was bought in
early Made in Korea. This guitar needs a new bridge, any one have any ideas where to get
parts? Post new comment Your name:. E-mail: The content of this field is kept private and will
not be shown publicly. Notify me of follow-up comments posted here. This question is for
testing whether you are a human visitor and to prevent automated spam submissions. Do not
include any spaces in your answer. What code is in the image? Guitarist Discussion Forum.
Affiliate Notice: As an Amazon Associate we earn from qualifying purchases. The Best Acoustic
Guitar Brands. The Best Electric Guitar Brands. Best Guitar Amp Attenuator Roundup. Set an
alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools.
Set an Alert? It is powered by the numbers Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in.
Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original,
and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired
by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title.
This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles
and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a
shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both
Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes
an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with
active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model
year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over
a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been
freshly repainted in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue
leather interior and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8
paired with a 4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was
subsequently relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our
app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career
Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of
the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Using a shortened
Hornet platform and bodywork with a pronounced kammback tail, the Gremlin was classified as
an economy car and competed with the Chevrolet Vega and Ford Pinto , as well as imported
cars including the Volkswagen Beetle and Toyota Corolla. The Gremlin reached a total
production of , over a single generationâ€”and was superseded by a restyled and revised
variant, the AMC Spirit. Bob Nixon joined AMC as a year-old and did the first formal design
sketches in for the car that was to be the Gremlin. Ford and General Motors were to launch new
subcompact cars for , but AMC did not have the financial resources to compete with an entirely
new design. Capitalizing on AMC's advantage as a small car producer, the Gremlin was
introduced on April 1, Although it was only fractionally longer than the contemporary
Volkswagen Beetle, Time said the length of its hood over the front-mounted engine made "the
difference seem considerably more", adding that the car "resembles a sawed-off station wagon,
with a long, low hood and swept-up rear, and is faintly reminiscent of the original Studebaker
Avanti. The upright design of the tail, which enlarged interior space, was aerodynamically
efficient. Later, European and Japanese manufacturers similarly created different body styles
on one compact car chassis by extending or curtailing the trunk e. Volkswagen's Jetta and Golf
models. Designed and named by Teague to look either "cute or controversial - depending on

one's viewpoint AMC promoted the Gremlin as "America's first subcompact". AMC marketed the
Gremlin as "cute and different," a strategy successful in attracting more than 60 percent of
purchasers under the age of AMC said the Gremlin offered "the best gas mileage of any
production car made in America". According to the auto editors of Consumer Guide it had "an
unusually long option list for the era" so owners could have luxury and conveniences typically
found in more expensive cars, and these options "came with a much higher profit margin" for
the automaker. As the first of the new domestic subcompact cars, "the Gremlin has been the
most talked-about car since its introduction. The 2-passenger Gremlin version entered into its
second and final season. Compression ratios dropped from 8. All Gremlins received a new
body-colored front fascia treatment for It was "the muscle car formula of stuffing a big motor in
a small car. The base two-seater model was discontinued, having sold 3, units in 18 months.
Other more minor technical upgrades improved the car's reliability and durability. Numerous
production and product improvements would result in fewer warranty claims, better public
relations , and greater customer satisfaction and loyalty. Optional was a Levi's interior trim
package, which included spun nylon upholstery made to look like denim fire safety regulations
prohibited the use of real cotton denim. Details included removable map pockets, burnished
copper denim rivets, and red Levi's logo tabs. Rear-seat legroom was increased. The X package
received a new tape-striping pattern that kicked up over the Gremlin's rear-wheel flares. A
Gremlin purchased by Consumer Reports was top-rated in a group of six subcompact models
tested for the June issue. That car had relatively few sample defects and proved reliable over a
long-term test. The Arab Oil Embargo of October came just as the model year began. AMC
improved the Gremlin's back seat. A deeper front fascia made the car appear longer. A larger
front bumper was mounted on self-restoring telescoping gas and oil cylinders. Unlike most
other designs, the Gremlin did not use a filler panel between the bumper and body. The Gremlin
X stripe pattern was given a "hockey stick" look for the stripes followed the window line as it
tapered aft, and swept up now to include four diagonal lines on the wide C-pillar. A new
typeface for nameplates was used by AMC for , including on the Gremlin. Changes for the
model year Gremlins included standard electronic ignition developed by Prestolite. Gremlins
with I6 engines and manual transmissions gained a new option, the electrically operated
overdrive from Laycock de Normanville. American Motors was promoting its economical
models covered by the comprehensive "Buyer Protection Plan" warranty, as well as preparing
for the launch of the Pacer [41] The automaker was planning to spend half of the entire
advertising budget on the new Pacer. The U. Struggling under stagflation and an inflationary
economy , all the domestic subcompact cars' sales slumped compared to the industry's
record-breaking model year. Changes were greater for Oval headlight bezels replaced the
previous circular items. Front fenders were taller, with a slight finned effect. A new "Custom"
trim line debuted, featuring a striped interior trim called "Potomac", as well as a spare tire cover
and other minor details. The A models were given another new striping scheme: the hockey
stick-style stripe of the previous year adding a secondary extension that ran from the
door-handle straight back. The X package was now available only on Custom models. A total of
40, Gremlins were equipped with the V8 engine from to A 4-speed manual transmission was
made available at midyear. Sales tapered slightly to 52, - a decline of 5. The 3-speed manual
transmission also had the option of an electric overdrive when in third gear. Overdrive
operation was by a push-button on the turn signal stalk. There may have been to of these built.
Parking lights reverted to rectangular, and headlights were recessed into square bezels with
rounded corners. The new hood had a small "power bulge" at the front. The base model now
included carpeting, as well as rocker panel and wheel lip moldings. Front disc brakes became
standard. Both had increased power from updated cylinder heads and two-barrel carburetors.
The dashboard had high-level ventilation HVAC , radio switchgear within easier reach, and a
flat, full-width top. The X's tape striping pattern was revised to match the Concord Sport
package design, with the stripe at the lower body side and curving over the wheel lip. At
mid-season, a GT package became available with a front spoiler and flared wheel openings as
on the AMX. The package also included body-color fender flares and front air dam, as well as
body-color bumpers, all of which combined to give the GT a modern, aggressive look. Fewer
than 3, Gremlin GTs were built. The Gremlin's body shape had not changed appreciably in its
nine years of production, and other more advanced subcompacts, lighter in weight, with more
doors, better interiors and front-wheel drive , had appeared on the market. By the time
production ceased, a total of , Gremlins had been built. Lovable, sturdy cars are hard to kill. The
Gremlin was faster than other subcompacts of the time. Although front-heaviness was generally
thought to compromise the handling, Tom McCahill wrote in Mechanix Illustrated that the
Gremlin was "fast and easy", with a comparatively stiff ride because of the shortened rear
springs. Automobile Quarterly ' s article "A Critical Look at the American Cars" summarized that

the basic "Gremlin offers outstanding performance for an economy car and excellent fuel
mileage. The Gremlin's body was heavier and stronger than its domestic or imported rivals. The
powertrains were smoother and more reliable, and the car had fewer recalls. The same overall
size as the Gremlin, it was packaged marginally better. Gremlin designer Richard Teague
commented in Motor Trend that to compare the Beetle whose basic design originated in the late
s to the Gremlin in profile and body design was like "comparing a Ford GT40 to the Hindenburg
". The Gremlin holds the "distinction of offering one of the widest engine ranges of all
timeâ€”from two litres to five litres. The cars started out as cubic inch V8 models from the
factory and after Randall's modifications would run Known as the Randall XR X for Gremlin X, R
for Randall , a total of twenty cars were built for the street and one for the strip during , , and In ,
the Randalls built a 22nd Continuation Plum Gremlin XR, originally intending to build a few, but
only built one. The AMC Gremlin saw action on numerous auto racing venues, including
endurance, as well as oval and road racing. Due to their inherent inexpensiveness, strength,
and the ease with which they could be modified for higher performance, many AMC Gremlins
were used in drag racing. Johnson was the series co-champion, while independent driver
George Alderman took the title. Dick Arons built the engines. The team "transformed the
brand's staid grocery-getter reputation from the ground up into that of a genuine performance
powerhouse". Three factory Pro-Stock Gremlin drag racers were campaigned around the nation.
At the World Power Wheelstanding Championships not a race, but a " wheelie " contest , Brian
Ambrosini's specially modified Gremlin took second place. It was believed that Gremlin's long
roof with its rear kick-up provided aerodynamic advantages over the more commonly used
Pinto and Vega bodies. Lenny Podbielski was "a major player in late s Speedbowl action" and
the Gremlin-bodied machines he raced were "some of the prettiest cars of the era". Although
the Gremlin was introduced to the U. It was until the discontinuation of the Javelin line in that
free space was available for Gremlin production, making its year of debut. The three-speed
manual transmission with overdrive, the four-speed manual transmission, the V8 and Audi
four-cylinder engines were never available. The introductory Gremlins became unique by
incorporating the front clip of the U. AMC Hornet models. The engine was practically the same
as in its final year except for a slightly lower compression ratio 8. The advertised output was
still the same at gross horsepower at 4, revolutions per minute and was restricted to one-barrel
carburetors. VAM Gremlins were basic economy cars with a full synchromesh manual 3-speed
transmission, heavy-duty clutch, manual four-wheel drum brakes, manual steering, front sway
bar, 3. Factory options for included a column-mounted automatic transmission, power steering,
power drum brakes, heater, parcel shelf, light group, remote-controlled driver and passenger
side outside mirrors, sports steering wheel, bright molding package, wheel trim rings, and
heavy-duty cooling. All VAM Gremlins used AMC's three-pod instrument cluster from the
domestic-built Hornet with a blank in the third gauge position from the factory, which could be
equipped with a universal tachometer or clock as dealership options. The introductory year
production was 2, Manual front disk brakes and electronic ignition were among the mechanical
upgrades, while the compression ratio of the engine was dropped to 7. Both transmissions now
came only with a floor-mounted shifter. VAM Gremlins ordered with automatic transmissions
now included a heater and power steering at no charge. The exterior featured a variation of
AMC's "hockey stick" side decal and a new design for headlight bezels, grille, and parking
lights at the front end that AMC originally developed for its Hornet models. Production doubled
to over 4, VAM Gremlins. The Gremlin X version was added in as a separate model rather than
an optional package. Sales for increased to over 6, units. The exterior featured the shorter new
front end clip and rear end treatment as did the U. The sporty side decal was slightly revised.
The seatbelts on the base Gremlin were also changed to three-point units, which were fixed and
lacked retractable mechanisms. The option list was expanded with the possibility of ordering a
factory air conditioning system for the first time in the VAM line, which was available only in the
X model. The previously optional dealership-offered universal air conditioning system remained
available for the base model. Around 6, VAM Gremlins were sold during Only a few changes
were made to the VAM Gremlin. The dashboard design was from the new U. For the Gremlin X,
there was a new VAM logo on the steering wheel horn button, smaller pointy volcano hubcaps
with bright exposed lug nuts, while a new full-length bodyside decal incorporated the "Gremlin
X" logo on the rear quarter panel. The base model got another set of new hubcaps with exposed
lug nuts, but with a flat top instead. Production fell just below 6, VAM Gremlins. VAM Gremlins
used the updated body design of the U. Aside from this, the model kept a positive image
throughout its whole run. In fact, it exceeded VAM's sales expectations in its first years. The
company originally considered it a temporary low-volume model that would eventually be
replaced by the upcoming Pacer model. For these reasons VAM decided to keep the Gremlin
name for the upcoming Spirit sedan model, being a testament of the very favorable image VAM

cars in general held in Mexico. This was the third time a case like this happened within the
company with Rebel and Matador models kept the name Rambler Classic and the Hornet the
Rambler American name. The car was featured on the front cover of the November issue of
Australia's top motoring magazine, Wheels magazine. For marketing purposes, it was branded
as a "Rambler Gremlin" in keeping with the use of the Rambler marque for all AMC vehicles sold
in Australia despite that Rambler as a brand was retired in the United States at the end of the
model year. Right-hand-drive Gremlins were imported into Australia by U. While earlier models
such as the Rambler Classic , Rebel , Ambassador , and Matador had been exported as
completed factory right-hand-drive vehicles, only left-hand-drive Gremlins were exported to the
United Kingdom. K company called C. Between and , Hurst Performance marketed "a highway
safety vehicle" for emergency services , [80] as well as a compact alternative to trucks for
motorsport race tracks. A Gremlin was used as an experimental police vehicle by the Houston
Police Department 's Traffic Bureau, but this did not result in fleet orders. The Gremlin proved a
popular testbed for experiments with alternative fuels. Many universities converted them to run
on natural gas , hydrogen , and electric power. The lessons learned are still useful today.
Lacking sophisticated electronics and injection systems , the carburetor was a modified
propane unit and the litre Harrah Automobile Museum in Reno, Nevada. Other experiments used
AMC Gremlins. Engineers estimated the performance and fuel economy of Gremlin Xs operating
on ordinary gasoline , a variety of wide boiling range fuels naphtha , kerosene , etc. Inventor
"Cotton" Whatley of Wichita Falls, Texas , offered an unknown number of modified electric
Gremlins for sale through various dealerships between and Engineers at Coleman Products
Corporation in Coleman, Wisconsin , created a non-drivable plexiglas Gremlin as a
demonstrator of the placement and function of electrical wiring harnesses. In a production car
was modified and dubbed the Gremlin XP prototype. A pronounced crease started from the
mid-body section and wraps over the roof while the rear quarter panels feature bulges around
the wheel well openings. The rear panel has a recessed and blacked-out area with four lights.
The design of the concept car improved visibility around the Gremlin's original wide C-pillar.
Another Gremlin was modified with a front end from the Hornet. This concept car turned out to
be similar to the Gremlin's replacement, the liftback Spirit model introduced for the model year.
In American Motors presented six show cars to illustrate the automaker's commitment to
smaller, fuel-efficient vehicles for the s. The s were one of the most volatile periods in the
history of the automobile industry that is renowned for its ups and downs. A book about the
popular history of the s introduces it as the decade of "pet rocks, shag carpets, platform shoes
and the AMC Gremlin. It's the greatest. I own one with a V-8 engine. Have no trouble outside of
normal maintenance. During the early s American cars "are remembered far more often for their
power than their style, and Only a handful of cars had real personalities They had no fuel
injection, no independent suspension, no air bags, no anti-lock brakes, no nothing! But
compared with the other cars of its era, the Gremlin wasn't bad. Officially discontinued after the
model year, the Gremlin was restyled, including a new model that featured a sloping liftback for
and the model line renamed the AMC Spirit. This restyled continuation of the familiar
chopped-tail two-door and the new hatch coupe caused sales to increase to 52, units for
American Motors lacked the funds to come up with a separate platform for a sub-compact car,
so it did something different with an existing model, and "although car snobs make fun of the
chop-tailed Gremlin, it was a huge sales hit. In , Popular Science magazine included the Two
former U. Bush family and driven by George W. Scarcity, and the fact that it is a s car, makes the
Gremlin collectible, [] and it has a following among old car hobbyists and collectors of historic
vehicles. In some cases, the Gremlin enjoys "a cult-like following in today's collectible car
market". In light of rising gasoline prices, the Gremlin offers a relatively economical alternative
to muscle cars and the more massive American cars of its era-especially for buyers leaning
toward the eccentric. Scarcity makes any Gremlin in good condition worth preserving as a
unique piece of automotive history. Gremlins share numerous parts and components with other
AMC models especially service and mechanical replacements are available. Hot Wheels
designer Paul Tam created a "bizarre but beautifully rendered model of a six-wheeled AMC
Gremlin called Open Fire" with the extra pair of wheels under a giant, exposed metal engine.
Later on, in the Flying Colors range, Hot Wheels made the Gremlin Grinder: A rear-jacked
Gremlin with a huge open engine that was produced through the mids in either green or
chrome. The last one was a stockcar or rally car custom version of the Gremlin that was first
made in the early s and is still popular today, "The Greased Gremlin". From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Redirected from Gremlin car. Compact car produced by American Motors
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a subcompact. It was called an economy car , not a subcompact, at the time. Contemporary
articles also called the Metropolitan "a small automobile"; in sales brochures it was "America's
entirely new kind of car" , "Luxury in Miniature" , and "crafted for personal transportation" Sales
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